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1. Introduction 
Hydraulics research has monitored the design and per
formance of irrigation off takes for three wadi systems 
(Rima, Zabid and Mawr) in the Yemen Arab Republic. 
This paper is drawn from the experience gained during 
these projeets, and from research into improved design 
methods for sediment control structures. 

The wadis thatcross the Yemen coastal plain (Tihama) 
have steep, (0.5 to 1 percent) bedslopes.and flow inaseries 
of multipeaked flash floods. Discharges can rise to more 
than 1 000 m'/s. returning to less Jtan 1 m'ls in 4 to 10 
hours, and stream velocities can exceed 4 m3/s (Lawrence 
1982). 

In floods the wadi bed scours to depths of 1 m or more, 
and very high concentrations of bed material are ttans
ported. Datacolleeted with automatic sediment sampling 
equipment in Wadi Zabid shows that such concentrations 

discharges. bed material sediment loads were estimated 
using sediment ttansport equations. However. these can 
have a very wide error margin when used to predict wadi 
sediment ttansportrates (Lawrence. 1986b). 

The first sections of this paper arethus concerned with 
the methods that are available to measure or predict wadi 
sediment loads and this is followed by some examples of 
the effeets of sediment in the Wadi Zabid irrigation sys
tem. The sediment control options that are open to the 
designer are then discussed in the context of a rational, 
quantitative design procedure. The options that are avail
able include: 

(a) Excluding, or at least reducing. the concentrations of 
bed material'sediments that are allowed to enter the 
canal head reach at the head works. 

will exceed 10percent byweightinlargefloods,although (b) 
the sediment is mostly fine sand (Lawrence 19868). 

Removing excess sediment with a sediment extrac
tor. usually located in the canal head reach. 

Sediment concentrations in floods exceed the capacity 
of conventional irrigation canals by at least an order of 
magnitude. Withouteffeetive sediment control canals silt 
up reducing discharge and conveyance capacities. In one 
silted wadi irrigation canal maximum discharge was only 
40 percent of the canal design discharge, and this flow was 
maintained for only a few minutes (Lawrence. 1986b). 
Sediment concentrations must be reduced to match canal 
ttansporting capacities to reduce the annual costs of canal 
desilting. 

Sediment deposition upstream from weirs increases 
bed1evels. filling in the pool produced by a raised weir 
crest. This can lead to difficulties in diverting low flows. 
particularly if there are off takes on both banks. 

The design of an offtake or sediment control structure 
for a wadi irrigation system is problematic. There are very 
large variations in the flows and sediment loads arriving at 
the point of diversion, and for most of the time all of the 
wadiflowwill have tobe diverted to the canal. Tocompare 
the various sediment contrQl options. quantitative per
formance prediction methods must be used. However, 
reliable tested methods are only available for a few sedi
ment control structures; in some cases the only informa
tion will be some total load samples collected in bottles at 
low flows. 

In the absence of measured data, particularly at flood 
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(c) Designing the canal to transport the high sediment 
concentrations that will be admitted. 

(d) Accept tbataconventionallydesigned canal will silt 
up. and make the appropriate arrangements for rou
tine desilting. 

The reeurrent costs of desilting will not usually make 
the last option (d) very attractive for an operating author
ity. while option (c) will result in a cheap (no drop struc
ture). unconventional design. and high bed material sedi
mentconcenttationsenteringthefields. Howeveritshould 
not be rejected out of hand. traditional canal systems ap
pear to have functioned effeetively. in some cases over 
many centuries. 

The final seetion of the paper presents the case for 
further sediment monitoring at existing wadi off takes and 
main canal systems to provide the data that is required for 
improvil'lg both the design procedures and the perform
ance of wadi sediment control structures. 

2. Sediment transport in wadis 
2.1 Definition of terms 
There is still a greatdeal of confusion concerning the terms 
used to describe sediment transport meehanisms and the 
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size range of the transported sediments. In this paper the 
defiaitions adopted are·those p1'esented inthe FAO Irriga .. 
tion and Drainage Paper 37 (FAO, 1981). 

Wash load concentrations are seldom very well corre
lated with channel parameters such as discharge, and can
not be estimated using sediment transport functions. The 
capacity ofa stream to transportwashload is almost unlim
ited; washload concentrations are supply controlled. 

Secondly, defining wash load in terms of size can only 
be true for one set of hydraulic conditions. Silt carried as 
washload in a river can be transported as bed load in a 
reservoir. There is no general agreement as to when wash 
load becomes suspended bed material ~oad or vice versa, 
although defmitions for wash load based on suspension 
criteriahavebeenproposed,DeVries(1981).Inthispaper 
we adopt the usual'convention that material smaller than 
63 microns should be treated as wash load. AjustiflCation 
for this assumption forflows in Wadi Zabid is presented in 
Lawrence (1986). 

Thirdly, a similar problent of definition occurs be
tween suspended bed material load and bed load, particu-
larly when attempting to dermewhat is being measured 

3. Field measurements 
3.1 Introduction 
Effective sediment control is necessary for the viability of 
wadi irrigatidn systems. but there has been little collection 
of sediment transport data. Much of the data that has been 
collected in conventional hydrological studies is for total 
load. In this section the requirements for data and the 
application of conventional bottle sampling methods are 
briefly discussed, followed by a more detailed description 
of automatic pump sampling techniques. 

3.2 Data requirements 
The data needed to check sediment transporting capacity 
and to design sediment control structures will depend on 
the severity of the sediment problem, and the methods 
chosen for its alleviation. The following list is a minimum 
requirement: 

(a) Concentration and size range of bed material sedi
ments as a function of wadi discharge. (Discharge 
should always be measured at the same time that 
sediment concentrations are measured). 

with field sediment sampling equipment as discussed by (b) 
Bolton (1985). Inwadis,thebedmaterialusuallycontains 

Bed material size grading curves, where flows and 
sedimentloadsare measured ,and atthe site orsites of 

a wide range of sediment sizes, and the transport rates are 
dominated by the fmer II'l8Urials which are transported as 
suspended bed material. In wadis,however, bedload is un
likely to~t more than about 10 percent of the bed 
material load (FAO, 1981). 

The first two points may seem a little academic to an 
engineer concerned with the design of a spate wadiirriga- (c) 
tion system. The last is not. Wash load is usually trans- (d) 
portedtbrough irrigation canal systems and deposited onto 
the fields. Therefore concentrations ofbed material are of (e) 
interest in the design of canal systems or sediment control 
structures. Unfortunately many hydrological studies in (t) 
which sediment is measured do not distinguish between 
wash load and suspended bed material load. Bottle sam- (g) 
plingtechniques providing estimates of total suspended 

the offtake structures. Collect samples from at least 
five trial pits at each location. As ~ size of the 
material forming the channel will probably be very 
varied, bed engineering judgement is needed to as
semble 3 "representative" bed material size grading 
curve. 
Bed material speciflC gravity. 
Wadi bed cross sections and stage discharge curves 
at the measurement and offtake locations. 
Water surface slopeatknowndischarges at the meas
urement locations. 
Channel bed slope at the measurement and offtake 
locations. 
Water temperature. 

load are employed. providing little useful data for the 
design of sediment control structures. 

This list is not exhaustive. Flow statistics for different 
return periods will be required to compute seasonal 

Figure 1 SUlch 
of typical pump 
sampling 
installation 
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FigW'e 2 Wadi Zabid-sediment 
concentration as a.function of discharge 

sediment balances. Here we are cor.cemed only with item 
(a),themeasurementofbedma.terialsedimentconcentra· 
tions. 

3.3 Sediment measW'ement with bottle samplers 
Despite a large number of methods for measuring sedi· 
ment transport rates. most hydrological studies use one or 
another of the "standard" bottle sampling techniques. 
Methods and procedure. 10 evaluate and standardise these 
techniques. are described in ASCE (1975). An excellent 
description of bottle sampling methods in wadi conditions 
is presented in FAO (1981). However, it is worth high
lighting the reasons for proposing, as we do later in this 
pacr, that an altemative sediment sampling method is used 
inwadis. 

Floods in wadis usually last only a few hours, and most 
primary gauging sites are located several hours drive from 
the headquarters of the monitoring organization. Thus, to 
collect data in floods, when most of the transport of bed 
material sediment occurs, a team of observers has 10 be 
permanently stationed at the gauging site. 

Bottles are lowered from acableway inlO the flow, and, 
if depth integrating samplers are used, moved to the chan
nel bed and backatconstantrates. Asvelocitiescanexceed 
4 m a second, very heavy counterweights, which arediffi· 
cult 10 handle, have to be used. At high flows it is usually 
impossible to get the bottle 10 the near bed zone with 
weights of a practical size. In addition large quantities of 
trash, transported by the leading edge of a flood wave, are 
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trapped on the suspension gear. 
It is thus understandable that little sedim'ent data has 

been collected with bottle samplers during the important 
high flow periods. In the data set. presented in F AO(I981), 
for Wadi Najran only three data points were qleasured for 
a discharge Jargerthan 200 m'/s, while the stage discharge 
relationship has data points up to 1000 m'/s .. 

The higbest flow at wbich a bottle sample iladbeen coI
leeted in a study carried out in Wadi Zabid prior to the 
construction ofthediversion structures was SOms/s. Flood 
discharges in excess of 1700 mSls have been recorded in 
this wadi. . 

Summarizing, conventional bottle sampling techniques 
aredifflCult to use in high flows. This means that little data 
have been collected during the highest flow periods. 

A further objection to bottle sampling techniques is, 
Bolton (1983).thatthesamplesare too small tobeanalysed 
to yield size grading curves of the suspended material. 
However, in wadi measurment applications, at least at 
high flows, the sediment concentrations are orders of 
magnitude larger than those observed in perennial rivers 
with milder slopes, and a reasonable quantity of sediment 
can be col1eeted in a sample bottle. 

3.4 PUmpSamplihg 
Because of the limitations of bottle sampling Hydraulics 
Research has used Pump Sampling techniques for many 
years. A sketch of a typical pump samplinginstaIJation is 
shown in Figure 1. Thisshowsanumberofnozzlesfixedto 
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arigidmastmountedintheriverbed. Altemativelynozzles 
can be suspended from acableway. Where stream veloci
tiesareverylarge,asinwadis.nozzlescanbeboltedtorock 
outcrops or,onto small purpose built concrete structures. 
W~r is pumped from each nozzle, in turn, througb a 

63 micron filter toremove washload which can be sampled 
at the filter outlet if requited. Normally at least 10 litres of 
w~ should be pumped, depending on the application. 
Sampling at each nozzle lasts severailllinuteS. providing 
some temporal averaging. More importantly, at least in 
perennial rivers where sediment concentrations are usu
ally low. enough bed material sediment can be collected to 
enable individual samples to be s~ graded. 

Sediment flux is calculated first ,by fitting the point 
concentrations to a theoretK:al concentration profile, and 
then integrating dleproduct of the concentration and ve
locity profile through the depth. 

The pump sampling methods used by Hydraulics Re
search have been described by Crickmore and Abed (1975), 
and Bolton (1983 and 1985). Atkioson (1987b)-described 
methods for assessing the accuracy of pump Sampling. 

Studies carried out by the overseas unit at Hydraulics 
Researeh where pump sampling has been successful, are 
reportedbyLawrence(1986aandI986b),Fishetal(1986) 
and Fish (1987), Atkinson (1986b), Bolton (1985) and 
AmphJett (1984 and ,1986). 

Automatic pump samplers were developed for rivers 
prone to flash floods. ThisequipmentaAbesolarpowered 
anddepioyedatremor.e sites. Sampling sequencesarepre
programmed. and activared by rising water levels. Samples 
are stored in bottles whicb are retrieved after a flood for 
filtering, weighing, and size gIWing. Bed m~ and 
wash load sediment concenlrBtions were measured using 
such equipment in Wadi Zabid in 1982 and 1983 (Law
rence, 1986b). 

3.5 Sediment concentrations measllTed in Wadi Zabid 
Figure 2 shows bed material ~ concentrations meas
uredin WadiZ8bidduring theHydraulics Research study. 
Very highconcentrations,approaching 100 OOOppm , were 

. recorded in flood flows, but these are not out of line with 
concenuations measured in similar rivers elsewhere (FAO, 
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FigllTe 3 Ratio 0/ s{l7ld 
... )SO fraction to total load 

sediment concentrations 

1981). 
The material that was collected by the boute sampler wes 
very fine when compared with the sizc grading curveofthe 
parent bed material. The fmer particle sizes dominate in 
the suspended bed material load carried by w.di flQws. 
The ratio of suspended bed materiallo~ to tQtalload is 
shown in Figure 3. Thcreisa1otofscattCr,d~ i~ panto the 
poor correlation of wash load concentrations with dis
charge. However there is a tendency for the proportion of 
sand to increase at higher dischip-ges. A similar result has 
becnreportedforriversinthesooth-westoftlteUSAw~h 
transport very high suspended sediment conccntlations 
(Bevorage and Cuthbertson, 19(4). 

FigllTe 4 Canal bed 1~Is, Wadi Zabid 
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3.6 M~asureme1tl programme 
Using automatic pump samplers ilsbould be po_le to 
collect the data at high flows requilcd to construct a rea
sonably reliable bed material sediment rating curve. The 
cost of the equipment requilcd for a two-year feasibility 
slUdy. a few thousand dollars. is very small when com
pared widl the costs associated with the results of inade
quate sediment conuol. 

3.7 Sedime1tl transport.functions 
If measureddataare not available. orsedimentco~tra
tions measured at low flows have to exttapolared. then 
sediment transpon functions have tf} be used. 

The performance of sediment L'1Dlsporl functions has 
beenreviewedby ASCE. (197S) and by White (1973). The 
former study showed that the mean ratio of observed to 
predictedtransponratc was between 0.5 and 2 foronly 64 
percent of the comparisons for the best method that was 
tested. 

All sediment ImnSpOI1 functims aDain empiriaII c0n
stants. The data use to develop and test them are deri\'ed 
mosdyfrom perennial rivers. canals and laboratory chan
nels. Prediction of wadi sediment ttansport rates we far 
more uncertain than indicated by White(1973).becauseof 
wide bed material sediment size gradings. unpredictable 
flows and high Proude Numbers. 1beId'ore it is eJcarly 
preferable to measure bed material sediment transport 
rates during the feasibiJit:,Y study phase of large irrigation 
projects. 

There are a large number of methods for predicting the 
sedimalt InIIIpOfting CIplCily of an alluvial channel. Some 
of the morereccnt have the advantage of being developed 
or tested usiDg a wide range of field and laboratory data. 
All these methods perform relatively well when tested 
apinsl the data that is available. However. their one 
drawback is lbat they are DOl formulated to deal with wide 
bed material size grading often found in wadis. although 
some methods do take the grading into account. The 
methods listed above. when used with the single bed mate
rial sediment size suggested by their authors. usually 050 
or 035. predict very low concentrations for rivers with a 
large range ofbed material sediment sizes. 

3.10 Predicting the siu range 0/ suspended bed 
material I 

An irrigation offtake is usually designed to exclude the 
coarser sediment fractions which are transponed as bed 
load. The coneentration and size range of suspended par
ticles is likely to be of most interest in the design of a canal 
system or sediment conuol works. A method forpredict
ingtbe sizegrading of the suspended bed material has been 
presented by Lawrence (I 986(a) and (b». and ialer modi
fied inAtkinson (1987a) and can be used when suspended 
bed material size gradings are ... ired for the design of 
sediment conttot suuctures. 

4. Elfedsolsediment 
In this section the effects of sediment on the performance 

Figure 5 Bunay-Barry canal bed material siu grading, Figure 6 Bunay Barry canal discharge as a junction of 
. ,; weir discharge . 
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of a wadi irrigation system are discusse i, using some data 
from Lawrence (1986b). 

4.1 Deposition upstreamfrom weirs 
W cir cOOSlnJCtion raises waler levels, increases flow depths 
and reduces flow velocities. This reduces sediment trans
porting capacity Upstrean'l from the weir causing bed mate
rial sediments from further upstream to settle close to the 
weir. Bed levels will startto rise and. in wadis can reach the 
weir crest elevation after one or two flood seasons. unlike 
flatter, perennial rivers where it can take many years. 

There will also be a width adjustment at the weir if its 
crest length is larger than the "equilibrium" or regime 
channel width at the diversion site. The channel just 
upstream from the weir will return to its pre-construction 
width,depositingsediment in a shoal that will make diver
sion of low flows difficult if the structure is designed to 
have off takes on both banks. However, in wadisa weir can 
usually be designed with a crest length less than the full 
channel width to pass the design flood. In this case the 
structure is usually completed by a bund connecting the 
weir abutment to the bank. Sediment deposition wiUoccur 
in the dead water region in front of the bund. again making 
it difficult to divert water to an offtake located at the end of 
the bunc:t. In fact it is usually impossible to divert water to 
off takes located on both bLnks without mechanical inter
vention to keep approach channels open. 

4.2 Sedimentation in canal systems 
Wadi bed slopesareof'ten O.S percent or larger. This is very 
much steeper than the canals in irrigation systems which 
therefore have a much smaller sediment transporting ca
pacity. Unless theconcentration ofbed material sediments 
are .reduced at or close to the intake, sediment will settle in 
the canal. 

Figure 4 shows the rise in bed levels in the first three 
reachesoftheBunay-Barrycanal in Wadi Zabid. (Thereis 
a drop structure at the end of each reach, which controls the 
water levels. and thus bed levels, at the .!ownstream end of 
each reach.) Deposition of bed material sediments has 
increased the canal bed slope. as the system adjusted to 
increase its transporting capacity to match the sediment 
input and at the upstream end of the canal, were above the 
design water level by the time of the last survey (sediment 
was later removed during canal maintenance). 

Figure S shows the variation in the size of the deposited 
sediment forming the bed of the same canal. Bedmaterial 
in the head reach is almost as coarse as the parent wadi bed 
material. Without maintenance desilting coarse sediment 
would be transported further down the canal system, and 
eventually to the fields. 

Sediment deposition resulted ina largereductioR in the 
quantities of diverted water. The effect, due to the rise in 
the canal bed level just downstream from the intake gates, 
is illustrated in Figure 6. 

In Figure 6 the quantity of water entering the canal is 
shown as a function of the discharge flo vinS over the weir. 
Two cases are showru <a) for design boo levels, and (b) for 
the canal bed level at its higher 1982 elevation; in both 
cases the canal gate opening was 40 cm to prevent flood 
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damage. 
Curve (a) indicates that the weir does not begin to spill 

midI the canal discharge rises to about 8 m'/s, a little Jess 
than the maximum design discharge of 1 1 m'/s. Thecanal 
discharge remains well controlled as the wadi discharge 
increases. Whereas in case (b) the weir starts to spill water 
ata canal discharge of only 1.7 m'/s. The canal discharge 
does not reach its design value until the weir is passing a 
flow equivalent to the 1 in 50 year design flood. 

Sedimentation in the canal head reach and a fixed canal 
gate opening. dramatically reduced the quantity of water 
diverted in flood flows to only about 30 percent of the flow 
that could have been passed (Lawrence, 1986b ).(More 
water could have been diverted to thecanalifthecanal gate 
openings had been adjusted through flood recessions.) 

The second effect of sediment deposition is to reduce 
the cross sectiooal area below the design freeboord. However, 
the greatest deposition occurs upstream from the canal 
reaches, which will usually be in a cut, and where water 
levels higher than design freeboards may be allowable. As 
the.canal slope is larger than design when thecanal is silted, 
the flow velocities are also larger, therefore the reduction 
in cross sootional area does not result in a loss in propor
tional discharge capacity. 

Thisdoesnotmean thatclinalsedimentation and the re
sultant increase in slopes is acceptable. Increasing the 
sediment transponingcapacity of the canals implies higher 
concentrations of bed material sediments being transported 
to the fields, and eventually, problems of command at the 
field outlets. 

5. Sediment control structures for wadi irrigation 
systems 
5.1 Existing practice 
Many of the new wadi irrigation systems replace "tradi
tional" off takes and canal networks. These (see LRDC, 
1977, for a description of traditional systems in Wadi 
Rima)haveevolved,insomecasesovermanycenturies,in 
response to the constraints imposed by the flashy nature of 
the flows, the high sediment loads, and the local water 
distribution systems. 

Traditional off takes consist of low stone and brush
wood deflectors built out into the wadi bed to intercept the 
low flow channels. The deflectors divert water to ungated 
canals which, at least in the head reaches, have bed slopes 
only a little less than the parent wadi. This system copes 
with sediment quite well. High sediment concentrations 
will enter the canal at medium flows, but alhigh flows the 
deflector washes out. The sleep slopes produce high ve
locities preventing sediment deposition, although there 
will be some scour. 

The sediment control measures that have been adopted 
in the "new" wadi irrigation systems include headworks 
with curved approach channels and vertical flow separa
tion to exclude bedload. Sluiced settling basins, vortex 
tube and tunnel sediment extractors have been designed, 
although not always constructed. to reduce the sediment 
loads passed to main distribution systems. 

The curved approach channel arrangements described 
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by Smilh et al (1980). has been used with some success in 
the PDR Yemen and Saudi Arabia. Most of the intakes in 
recently designed systems have a gated sluiceway with 
some vertical separation between canal and sluice flows, 
although it is not always clear whether they should be 
operated with continuous sluicing in floods or in the still 
pond mode. 

Sediment control in the Tihama wadi irrigation sys
tems has become increasingly sophisticated. In Wadi 
Zabid.the first to be «improved", sediment deposition can 
only be effectively controlled by dredging the canals dur
ing maintenance periods (Lawrence. 1986b). Tunnel 
undersluicesatthe offtake and an an angement for flushing 
the canal head reach were included in the design of the 
Wadi Rima system. Twin sluiced settling basins and a 
relatively sophisticated gate operations policy, to reduce 
the entry of sediment. are to be used in Wadi Mawr. 

5.2 Quantitative design procedUres 
Several different approaches to sediment control in Tihama 
wadi irrigation systems have been, and will continue to be, 
developed. However, this does not mean that the design of 
sediment control structures should not take place within a 
rational quantitative framework. A possible approach is 
outlined below. 

(a) Estimatetheconcentrationofbedmaterialsediments 
transported by the wadi at the proposed location of 
theofflake. 

(b) Decide on the maxj~tl_nL wadi discharge. and thus 
the maximum sedfment conc~ntration at which the 
canal will divert water. 

(c) Determine the concentration enhancement orreduc
tion factor that will occur at the point of diversion for 
the bed load and suspended bed fDaterialload. 

(d) Estimate the bed material load sediment transport
ing capacity of the canal system. 

5.3 Closure limit 
Sediment can be prevented from entering the canal by 
closing the headworks gates, and excluding all water. 
Sediment concentrations will be reduced by limiting the 
wadi discharge at which the canal is operated; this can 
make a .significant reduction in the cost of the sediment 
handling works. 

A closure limit on the headworks will not necessarily 
reduce significantly the quantities of water diverted. The 
Tihama wad is of the Yemen Arab ~tepubIic often have a 
small dry season base flow ,andalth IOgh most of the avail
able discharge flows in the flood season, a high proportion 
of the disch~ge occurs at relatively low flows. as in the 
case for Wadi Rima in the Yemen Arab Republic (DHV, 
1979). tabulated below. Only 3 percent of the total annual 
discharge flows at discharges greater than lOOm3/s. Inthe 
design that was eventually adopted for the Wadi Rima it 
was planned that 85 percent of the total annual discharge 
would be diverted (DHV, 1979). As very high discharges 
only occur for short periods of time, typically minutes 
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Tablel 

Hydrograph range 
(m3/s) 

Annual discharge in range 
(percent) 

less than 2 
2-5 

5- 10 
10-20 
20-50 
50-lOO 

100 

53 
21 
11 
7 
4 
2 
3 

rather than hours, closing the canal gates at a wadi dis
charge of, say, 100 m3/s would result in a loss of canal 
supplies for only a few hours in an average year. 

5.4 Bed material load admitted to canal 
Bed material sediment concentration in the water entering 
thecanal is often larger than the concentration in the parent 
river. This is caused by secondary currents geheratedatthe 
offtake. The extent of this phenomenon is very dependant 
on the configuration of the structure, its location relative to 
channel bends and other factors. At present there are no 
reliable tested methods of quantifying these effects at the 
design stage. A well designed physical model can give 
qualified quantitaliveresults, and developments in mathe
matical modelling techniques should make it possible to 
makereasonablequantitative.,redictionsin thenearfuture 
(Atkinson 1987). ' 

With frontal intakes tbe sediment concentrations of the 
suspended bed material load entering the canal will be 
approximately the. same as those transported in the wadi. 
The same will be true if the offtake angle is not too large. 

5.5 Canal sediment transporting capacity 
The qualifications concerning the use of sediment trans
portequationsdiscussed earlierin the contextofprcdicting 
wadi sediment. transport rates do not apply forcanaJ flows. 
The methods ]isted earlierin the paper can be used I o check 
on transporting capacity. However the usual tolerance on 
sediment transport predictions is something like OS to 2.0 
times the predicted con~ntratiof1s. The bed slopes of 
existing systems can be used to indicate which of the 
equations yields the closest fit to observed conditions. 

5.6 Sediment renwval 
It may not be necessary, if, indeed. possible, to match 
sediment input to transporting capacity at all times. How
ever a sediment balance on a seasonal basis is necessary to 
avoid regular desilting. 

Most of the sediment control methods described in the 
engineering literature were develqxld for run of river olftakes 
in channels with milder slopes, smaller sediment loads, 
and less extreme discharge variations than are found in 
wadis. Wbileconventional structurescan be used, the flow 
characteristics of wadis present some additional difficul
ties for the designer, some of these are listed below: 
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(a) When die wadi discbarge is smaller than. or equals. 
the canal discharge, all die wadi discharge usually 
has to be diverted. Thus during die low to medium 
wadi flows. ie most of die time, additional water for 
hydraulic flushing can only be obl8ined at die ex
pense of irrigation supplies. 

(b) When all the flow istliverted, as is all the sediment 
. transported by the wadi. 

(c) The times when surplus water could be available for 
hydraulic flushing, iein flood peaks. cannot be pre
dicted in advance. Water for sediment flushing will 
be available only for short periods, in small floods 
Jastingonly minutes. Thusdleoperation of sediment 
control structures are difficult to plan. and very flex
ible operations rules will be necessary. In practise 
structures tbatuse hydraulic flushing will have to use 
some of the water that could be diverted for irriga
tion. 

(d) SedimeJtt control structures are required to exclude 
or eject sedimentS with a wide rar .. ge of sizes and for 
a wide range of concentrations. 

Someofdlestructures which, despite these constraints. 
can be used to control sediments in wadi irrigation systems 
are described below. In some cases reliable methods of 
~icting the performance ofdle structures described are 
available and are briefly described. In all cases it is neces
sary to make some estimate ofdlel1tely performance if die 
quaJititatiye design proce<,lure otItlined at die start of this 
chapter is to be followed. 

5.6.1 Canal "d;".lIt extractors. Vortex tube and turinel 
type.sedimem extractors have been widely used. particu
larlyon the rodian sub-continent Both function by divert
ingmebottom Iayersofflow from a canal to waste, and are 
therefore highly efficient at trapping coarse materials. 
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Quantitative design and performance prediction methods 
for vortex tube and tunnel type sediment extractors have 
been deveJoped by HydraulicsResearch, Stanmuganathan 
(1976); Atkinson (1987a). 

A vortex tube sediment exaractor consists of one or 
more slotted tuOOs laid flush witb the canal bed. One end of 
the tube is closed, the other is open and connected to an 
escape channel. Water and sediment flowing near the bed 
of die channel UPStl'ea!D are diverted through the vortex 
tube and discharged from ~ toanescapechannel. A 
strong vortex flow is developed in~tube, which. pm
vided die tube dimensions have been chosen correctly, 
prevents sediment from settling and blocking die tube. 
(Figure 7 showsapJan \'iewofa vortex tube extractor.) 

A tunnel type sediment extractor consists of a row of 
tunnels placed at the bed o( a canal. Water and sediment 
flowing near the bed of the canal are diverted, usually to an 
escape channel. (This principle is shown in figure 8.) As 
the velocities in the tunneJ,s are lower than those which 
occur in a vortex tube. die tunnels are prone to blockages, 
particularly when coarse sediments have to be diverted. 

The sediment trapping eff'lCiencies of vortex tube and 
tunnel type sediment extractors can be estimated using the 
method of Atkinson(1987a). A design manual with meth
ods for determining die leading dimensions of the struc
tures, structure location and the design of die escape chan
nels is currently under preparation. 

Both devices are relatively cheap to construct and can 
have high sediment trapping eff'lCiencies for coarse mate
rial. However, dleir usefulness in wadi systems is reduced 
by die need toextract, and divert to waste. about 10percent 
ofthecanaldischarge. AmethodofovercomingthisQraw
baclc wasprop:>sed for the Wadi Mawrin the Yemen Arab 
Republic. Vortex tubes. Iocatedjust upstream from a drop 
structure, were desiped to discharF into a settling tanto 
The water diverted thtouah the extractor was returned to 
the canal, and the sedimentdeposils from the settling tank 
werereturnedtothe wadiusinlJetpumps. It was estimated 
that only a small percentage of the canal discharge would 
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be diverted, so the system was not constructed. 
Ari extractor can be combined with other forms ofsedi

ment control. Intermittent use of the extractor would 
reduce sediment concentration during flood flows without 
reducing canal supplies. 

5.6.2 Setllingbasins. Sluicedsettlbgbasinscanbeavery 
effective means of sediment control, although more ex
pensive than a sediment extractor. The trap efficiency of a 
basin varies as it fills. therefore a prediction of the mean 
concentration of sediments leaving the basin is necessary. 
A section of.canal is enlarged to reduce the velocity so that 
the sediment settles. When the basin is full the trapped 
sedimentisflushedback to the river from alow level outlet. 

There are a number of methods of designing settling 
basins, ranging in complexity from simple criteria based 
on settling velocity, to simulations using mathematical 
modelling. A fairly successful model that replicates ob
served behaviour of settling structures in Thailand, China 
and Indonesia has been described by Atkinson (1986),Fish 
(1987). 

A relatively simple way to estimate initial basin size is 
lOUse thecurvesdrawn byCamp(1946). Camp's curves do 
not account for turbulence at the inlet of the basin, which 
increases adaption lengths. Dhillon (1980) suggests that 
adaption lengths should be increasfA by about 20 percent 
to account for this (this publication contains a very useful 
practical review of methods of sediment control). 

The maximum level to which sediment can be allowed 
to rise in the basin, and thus the point at which the basin 
should be sluiced. can be estimated from sediment trans
port equations. Sluicing performance is best predicted 
using the sort of model described by Atkinson (1986a). 

Whatever design method is adopted, it should provide 
the designer with the following key predictions: 

(a) The time taken for the basin to fill with sediment. 
(b) The mean concentration and size range of the sedi

ments leaving the basin during filling periods. 
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(c) The time and sluicing discharge required to flush 
the basin. and hence the volume of water required for 
sediment control. 

Very large amounts of sediment that will be trapped in 
wadi irrigation systems. requiring frequent sIuicing if the 
settling basin is not to be too big. Twin basins enable one 
basin to be sluiced while the other is filling. with no inter· 
ruption to canal supplies provided that surplus water for 
flushing is available. 

5.6.3 Sediment exclusion at the 'headworlcs Methods of 
sediment exclusion at off takes are reviewed in DhiIlon, 
(l980).andarealsocovered in ASCE{I975). 

Off takes are usual ly designed on the basis of past ex pe
rience aided by model tests. At present there are no gen· 
eral, quantitative, and tested methods of predicting the 
sediment control performance of offtalres at the design 
stage. 

fi. Hydraulic models 
Theprinciple application ofliydrauIic models is to assist in 
the design of the offtake and river training works. "Mobile 
bed" models are usually used, at a scale of around 1 to 30, 
to 1 to 50. Important cOntributions to model design have 
been made by De Vries (1973),NovakandCabeUe(1981), 
andWhite(1982). AmodelfacilityconstructedatHydrau· 
lics Research to simulate wadi flows has been described by 
Sanmuganathan, Lawrence and Makin (1983) and Sanmuga
nathan and Lawrence (1984). 

In this facility ,flood wavesareproduced using an auto
matic controller that can be pre-programmed with any 
desired flood sequence. An automatic feeder adjusts the 
supply of sediment as the model discharge changes. The 
facility has also been used in a number of studies of the 
performance of irrigation off takes for wadis. 

It is impossible to simulate all the aspects of water and 
sediment movement at a reduced scale when water is the 
fluid in both the model and the prototype. A number of 
compromises have to be accepted when mobile bed mod-
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elsare used to model wadi flows since rapid flow variations 4. 
and the wide range of sizes present in the bed present 
further difficulties. However, acarefuUy designed mobile 

A rational quantitative approach to the design of 
sediment control structures is advocated. However, 
design ()ptions can only be compared if the perform
ance of sediment control structures can be predicted 
at the design stage. Reliable methods exist for some 
structures, but for off takes it is still necessary to rely 
on model studies backed by engineering judgement. 

bed physical model can produce valuable infonnation for 
the designer. Nevertheless, some model predictions. for 
example the proportion of sediments that wiIJ be excluded 
with a particular intake geometry, will usually be heavily 
qualified, or only comparative. 

The advent of computers with everincreasingprocess- 5. 
ingpower,and developments in mathematical simulations 

Monitoring sediment loads at selected existing in
takes and canal systems could provide data to im
prove future designs and to test new quantitative 
design procedures, as well as identifying ways of 
improving the effectiveness of the structuresmoni
tored. It is suggested that provisions for some per
formance monitoring are included in the funding 
arrangements for new wadi irrigation systems. 

of the complex three-dimentional two-phase flows that 
occur at off takes, will lead to the increasing use of mathe
matical models to predict sediment exclusion at irrigation 
off takes. 

However, monitoring the performance of existing siruc
tu res could yield useful design infonnation quickly, and at 
relatively low cost. This is discussed in the next section. 

7. Performance monitoring 
Unfortunately there is very liute information describing 
the perfonnance that has actually been achieved by sedi
mentcontrol structures under operational conditions. This 
can be contrasted with the large number of studies that are 
carried out before new structures and canal systems are 
constructed. 
Monitoring of the perforinance of existing systems could 

bav:e many benefits. One, providing designers with 
quantitative data to assist in the design of future 
systems, was~ touched on in the previous· section. 
Others include improvement of the operation of ex-

isting structures, and the provision of data to develop and 
test quantitative performance prediction methods. 

8. Conclusions 
The following conclusions are drawn: 

1. 

2. 

3. 
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Sediment control in wadi irrigaticn systems is vital if 
the operating authorities are not to be burdened with 
high annual desilting costs. 

The design of sediment control structures requires 
some basic data, such as the quantity ofbed material 
sediments that are transported by a wadi at different 
discharges. Itissuggested thatthisinfomationis best 
obtained from- autOmatic sediment sampling equip
mentdeployed for one or two years during feasibility 
studies. It is very important to distinguish between 
washload and bed material load when field data is 
collected and analysed. 

If no dtua are available. sedimenttranspon functions 
have to be used to predict sediment loads. Sediment 
transport equations should be used that have per
fonned reasonably well when b"sted against large 
data sets, with a modification to account for the wide 
bed material size gradings that are often a feature of 
ephemeral rivers. However,predictions made in this 
way will have a iarge uncertainty .. and it is not wise to 
base the design of expensive structures on them. 
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